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Neste
Change runs on
Renewables

Marco Mannocchi, Public Affairs Manager, Europe
@NesteGlobal
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From low-quality raw materials to high-quality products
We are the world’s number

The share of
waste and residues

Neste’s renewable products reduced
altogether 10.9 Mt of GHG emissions,
equaling the annual carbon footprint of
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92%

1.7 M

renewable diesel provider with the annual
capacity of 3.3 million tons of renewable
products

of our total renewable
raw material inputs in 2021

average EU citizens
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92% of Neste’s profits* come from renewable businesses

Renewable
Road
Transportation

Over the life-cycle, Neste MY
Renewable Diesel reduces
greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by up to 90%
compared to fossil diesel.

*Comparable operating profit, 2021

Renewable
Aviation

Over the life-cycle, Neste MY
Sustainable Aviation Fuel has up to
80% smaller carbon footprint
compared to fossil jet fuel.

Renewable
Polymers and
Chemicals

Neste RE Renewable and Recycled
is Neste’s solution for the plastics
and chemicals sectors to help them
reduce crude oil dependency while
also tackling climate change and
plastic waste challenge.
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Neste: partnering up in Italy!
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Sustainable aviation is a
very attractive
high-growth market as
regulations and voluntary
demand scale up
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Neste has established itself as the global leader in Sustainable
Place and crop your
Aviation Fuel (SAF)
image here and send to back

1.5 Mton/a

>30

>20
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production capacity by
the end of 2023 with
plans to continue to
grow capacity as
demand grows

customers served since
2019 - including airlines,
business aviation,
cargo, corporates and
fuel suppliers

airports supplied across
Europe, North America
and Asia-Pacific since
2019

countries with
Sustainable Aviation
Fuel supportive
regulation and policies
with other countries
expected to follow
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Neste’s SAF is available and in use across major airports
around the world
NORWAY
Oslo - OSL

US - WASHINGTON

NETHERLANDS
Schiphol - AMS

SWEDEN

Airport locations
August 2021

Stockholm Arlanda - ARN
and other locations

FINLAND
Helsinki - HEL

Boeing Field - BFI

UK
US - CALIFORNIA
San Francisco - SFO
Oakland - OAK
San Jose - SJC
Sonoma - STS
Monterey - MRY
Burbank - BUR
Truckee - TRK

US - COLORADO
Aspen - ASE
Telluride - TEX

Heathrow - LHR
Luton - LTN
Farnborough

GERMANY
Frankfurt - FRA
Cologne - CGN
Munich - MUC

SWITZERLAND
Zurich - ZRH

US - NEW YORK
White Plains - HPN

US - TEXAS
Houston Hobby - HOU
Austin - AUS
Dallas-Fort Worth - DFW

JAPAN
Tokyo Haneda - HND
Tokyo Narita - NRT

Aviation needs growing volumes of sustainable
aviation fuels to cut emissions

Aviation CO2 emissions trajectory and reductions by measure (Mt CO2e)
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Aviation continues to rely heavily
on liquid jet fuel, even with
efficiency improvements and
emergence of (short-haul)
electric planes in the future.
Sustainable Aviation Fuels will
be the most important tool in the
aviation sector's transition
towards net zero.

